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Sketch Understanding Sketch Understanding 
for Robotsfor Robots

A review of Marjorie A review of Marjorie SkubicSkubic’’ss research research 
in Sketchin Sketch--Based Robot NavigationBased Robot Navigation

Andrew MillerAndrew Miller

Sketch/Sketch/NavNav SummarySummary

Fuzzy relationships between points and Fuzzy relationships between points and 
obstaclesobstacles
Landmark points in the path (events)Landmark points in the path (events)
Use Sonar/laser scanners to match current Use Sonar/laser scanners to match current 
position to a landmark, follow the commandposition to a landmark, follow the command
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OverviewOverview

WeWe’’re looking for a representation that can re looking for a representation that can 
unite sonar/laser range sensors and unite sonar/laser range sensors and 
qualitative sketchesqualitative sketches
Multiple scopes of discussion (confusing)Multiple scopes of discussion (confusing)
–– SketchesSketches
–– SensorsSensors
–– SimulatorSimulator

Large body of work since 2001, one paper Large body of work since 2001, one paper 
in 2006 that changes everythingin 2006 that changes everything

History since 2001History since 2001

"Extracting Navigation States from a Hand"Extracting Navigation States from a Hand--Drawn Map"Drawn Map", ICRA 2001, ICRA 2001
–– Navigation states based on sketchesNavigation states based on sketches

M. M. SkubicSkubic, S. , S. BlisardBlisard, A. Carle, P. , A. Carle, P. MatsakisMatsakis, , "Hand"Hand--Drawn Maps for Robot Navigation," Drawn Maps for Robot Navigation," 
AAAI 2002AAAI 2002

–– User study / comparison of previous workUser study / comparison of previous work

"Qualitative Analysis of Sketched Route Maps: Translating a Sket"Qualitative Analysis of Sketched Route Maps: Translating a Sketch into Linguistic ch into Linguistic 
Descriptions," Descriptions," IEEE Transactions on SMC Part B, 2004IEEE Transactions on SMC Part B, 2004

–– Extracts landmark points from a pathExtracts landmark points from a path

"Sketch"Sketch--Based Navigation for Mobile Robots," Based Navigation for Mobile Robots," IEEE 2003 International Conference on IEEE 2003 International Conference on 
Fuzzy Systems Fuzzy Systems 

–– Robot simulator experiment using the previous workRobot simulator experiment using the previous work

"A Sketch Interface for Mobile Robots," "A Sketch Interface for Mobile Robots," IEEE 2003 Conf. on SMC IEEE 2003 Conf. on SMC 
–– Adds a slick user interface to the previous workAdds a slick user interface to the previous work

"Robot Navigation Using Qualitative Landmark States from Sketche"Robot Navigation Using Qualitative Landmark States from Sketched Route Maps," d Route Maps," ICRA ICRA 
20042004

–– Adds some mathematical extensions to 2003, uses a real robot expAdds some mathematical extensions to 2003, uses a real robot experimenteriment

"Using a Qualitative Sketch to Control a Team of Robots," "Using a Qualitative Sketch to Control a Team of Robots," ICRA 2006ICRA 2006
–– More than one robot, new interface, major changesMore than one robot, new interface, major changes
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The Sketch InterfaceThe Sketch Interface

ObjectsObjects
LabelsLabels
PathsPaths
DeleteDelete
StartStart
MoveMove
UndoUndo
SendSend

ResamplingResampling
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ScreenshotsScreenshots

Determining Crossed MarksDetermining Crossed Marks
Use the slope equations of linesUse the slope equations of lines
Endpoints of strokes determine the lineEndpoints of strokes determine the line
A pair of decision parameters can be A pair of decision parameters can be 
computedcomputed
If both parameters lie between 0 and 1, then If both parameters lie between 0 and 1, then 
the two strokes must have an intersectionthe two strokes must have an intersection

(X1,Y1) uuaa= = (X4(X4--X3)(Y1X3)(Y1--Y3) Y3) -- (Y4(Y4--Y3)(X4Y3)(X4--X3)X3)

(Y4(Y4--Y3)(X2Y3)(X2--X1) X1) -- (X4(X4--X3)(Y2X3)(Y2--Y1)Y1)

uubb= = (X2(X2--X1)(Y1X1)(Y1--Y3) Y3) -- (Y2(Y2--Y1)(X1Y1)(X1--X3)X3)
(Y4(Y4--Y3)(X2Y3)(X2--X1) X1) -- (X4(X4--X3)(Y2X3)(Y2--Y1)Y1)

IF  (0 < IF  (0 < uuaa < 1)  AND  (0 < < 1)  AND  (0 < uubb < 1) THEN< 1) THEN
the lines intersectthe lines intersect

(X3,Y3)

(X4,Y4) (X2,Y2)
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Navigation StatesNavigation States

Describe the relative environment with fuzzy termsDescribe the relative environment with fuzzy terms
All the discrete objects visible within a sensor radiusAll the discrete objects visible within a sensor radius

Navigation StatesNavigation States

Describe the relative environment with fuzzy termsDescribe the relative environment with fuzzy terms
All the discrete objects visible within a sensor radiusAll the discrete objects visible within a sensor radius
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Path LandmarksPath Landmarks

Discrete important pointsDiscrete important points
–– Based on change of headingBased on change of heading

Multiple RobotsMultiple Robots

Tap createsTap creates
Lasso selectsLasso selects
X issues X issues GoToGoTo
PathsPaths
Arrow for delayArrow for delay
–– (Menu, HMM)(Menu, HMM)
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Relative CoordinatesRelative Coordinates

Conversion from Conversion from 
sketch coordinates sketch coordinates 
to robot coordinatesto robot coordinates
Uses a reference Uses a reference 
object (closest to object (closest to 
the target point)the target point)

Multiple CommandsMultiple Commands

Sorted by distanceSorted by distance
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PathsPaths

Intermediate points evenly spacedIntermediate points evenly spaced
Contradicts earlier workContradicts earlier work

Updating the DisplayUpdating the Display

ThereThere’’s no GPSs no GPS
Relative vectorsRelative vectors
–– Requires exact Requires exact 

knowledge of the knowledge of the 
obstacle centersobstacle centers
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AAAI ExperimentAAAI Experiment

ConclusionConclusion

Basic mechanism is really coolBasic mechanism is really cool
Great question of sensor fusionGreat question of sensor fusion
–– Real worldReal world
–– Qualitative sketchesQualitative sketches
–– Limited sensorsLimited sensors

Not much conversation about the sensorsNot much conversation about the sensors
Latest paper doesnLatest paper doesn’’t add upt add up
User studies arenUser studies aren’’t very compellingt very compelling
Interface isnInterface isn’’t terribly innovativet terribly innovative
Future work: Combine with SLAMFuture work: Combine with SLAM


